In most cases, as in Figure 2 , the identification of the peaks is unambiguous.
Finally is placed in or near the valley before the rightmost major peak; in most images this threshold produces nuclear isolation. The first 525 nm (green) threshold is placed in or near the valley just to the right of the background peak; it effectively isolates red cells and white cells from background.
The second green threshold is placed in the valley before the rightmost major peak if the histogram has three peaks and such a valley exists; otherwise the second green threshold is set equal to the first. When a second green threshold exists, in many cases it produces good nuclear isolation where the yellow threshold has failed to do so". The 412 nm (blue) threshold is placed in or near the valley between the background-white cell peak (on the left) and the red cell peak (on the right) so that good red cell isolation occurs but all white cell areas are excluded. 
RESULTS
The ADC-500 preprocessor is illustrated in Figure  4 . 
